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~ o. Introduction and Preliminaries. 
Let (λfヘ。)(n~2) be an 1トdimensional Riemannian manifold1) with a 
positive defﾌnite metric tensor σWe denote by R and f7 the curvature 
tensor and the Riemannian connection defﾌned by g, respectively. For tangent 
vectors X and Y, we consider R(X, Y) as a derivation of the tensor algebra 
at each point of (Mn , g). A conjecture by K. Nomizu [5]2) is the following. 
CONJECTURE. Let (M", g)(n 孟 3) be a complete irreducible Riemannian 
man約ld. 1f (M" , g) satisfies the condition 
(*) R(X, Y)R=O for all tangent vectors X and Y, 
(Mn, g) is localか symmetric.
The purpose of this note is to show that under some additional condiｭ
tions the above conjecture is true. Let R , Ric, S and C be the curvature 
tensor, the Ricci tensor, the scalar curvature and the Weyl's conformal 
curvature tensor of (Mn , g), respectively. With respect to local coordinates, 
we denote by R/'ijk' Rυand C'ijk the components of R , Ric and C, respecｭ
tively. (Mn , g) is said to be locally symmetric if f7R=O, Ricci symmetric if 
f7Ric=O and conformally symmetric [2] if f7C=O. 
The author wishes to express here his sincere thanks to Professor Y oshie 
Katsurada and Doctor Tamao Nagai for their kindly guidences and encourｭ
agements. 
~ 1. Conformally symmetric Riemannian manifolds. 
K. Yamauchi [8] proved the following. 
THEOREM A. Let (M¥ g) be a conformally fiat Riemanni，ω1 manずold
ωth non-zero cons臼nt scalar curvαture. 1f (M 4, g) satisfies the condition 
(*), (M¥ g) is locally symmetric. 
The 五rst purpose of this note is to give a generalization of Theorem A. 
THEOREM 1. Let (M九 g) (n 孟 4) be a conformally symmetric Riemannian 
1) Throughout the paper, we assume that (A1 7ι ， g) is connected. 
2) Numbers in brackets refer to references at the end of this paper目
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manifold ωith constant scalar curvature. 1f (M匁， g) satisfies the condition 
(料) R (X, Y) Ric = 0 for all tangent vec如何 X and Y, 
(Mn, g) is locally symmetric. 
From the def?ition of C, we have 
1 f7zChijk = f7zR九jk一一一一(ò~f7z Rtj-ÒJf7ZRi止 +gijf7zR¥ 
J" "J' n-2 ( 1 ) 
-g付f7zR"j)+ , . ,1, ~，f7ZS(Ò~gij-Ò~gik) , 
(n-1)(n-2) 
where ?is the Krone氾ker's delta, and since 
F叫 f7z S- f7z f7明S=o
for a scalar S, we have 
( 2 ) f7 m f7z C"ijk -f7l f7叫 C\jk = f7制 f7 zRhijk- f7Z f7明Rhijk
一一 1っ ~ ò~ (f7洞 f7zR包j- f7zれ.，Rij)-Ò~ (f7叫 f7l R付 -f7z f7叫 Rik)
n- L， 、
+仇j (f7洞 f7zR九 -f7z f7畑町-gik(f7m f7l Rhj- f7z f7叫Rう)} 
If f7C=O and f7Ric=O, from (1), we have PR=O. From (2), if (Mn, g) 
satisf?s (村) and f7C=O , we have (*). Therefore, we obtain the following. 
LEMMA 1. Let (M九 g) (n~3) be a conformally symmetric Riemannian 
manifold. On (M", g), (叫) is equivalent to (*), and 日{"， g) is locally sym・
metric if and onl y ザ (Mぺ σ) is Ricci symmetric. 
LEMMA 2. Let (Mn , g), (n~4) be a Riemannian manifold satisfying the 
following condition 
( 3 ) f7z C"ijk + f7k Cへlj+ f7j C".kl = O.
Then , a necessαry and sUl声cient condition that 
(4) f7kRij-f7jRik = 0 
is that S is constant. 
When f7C=O, M. C. Chaki and B. Gupta [2] proved Lemma 2. 
PROOF. From the Bianchi's identity and Chijh = 0, it follows that (3) is 
equivalent to 
( 5 ) f7k Rij - f7j R付一一 1 一一(σij f7kS-g付 f7j S)=O.
2(n-1) 
Substituting f7kS=O in (5), we have (4). Conversely, contracting (4) by gij, 
we can see that S is constant. 
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LEMMA 3. A necessaη and sufficient condition for a Riemannian maniｭ
fold (Mn, g)(n~2) ω be Ricci symmetric is that (M匁， g) satis.ル's (村) and (4). 
PROOF. Applying the Ricci's identity to (村)， we have 
(6 ) R ,.jR"urz + Ru.R"jkZ = 0 . 
Derivating (6) by fi明 and contracting by gikgjm, we have 
(7) R叫fijRmz+R明z17j R明j+R拙jizfijR伽-Ri"'fijRjmil = 0 . 
From (4), we have 
R"<Jfiん=RmjfizR ぱ =tR(RmF) ，
and from the Bianchi's identity and (4), it follows that 
凡j=fM=o ，
and 
17j Rj叫z = 17z R""i ーにR叫 =0.
Since RmJう is skew-symmetric and fijR伽 is symmetric with respect to j and 
m, respectively, we have 
R叫jう fijR伽 =0.
Thus, from (7), we have 
fiz(R叫3R叫) = O. 
On the other hand, from (料)， (4) and the Bianchi's identity, it follows that 
同
Hence, from the above results and the following equation 
gkZfikfiz(RuRii) = 2WkR.j) (17kRij)+ 2RijgkZfizfi止Rij ，
we have that (Mヘ g) is Ricci symmetric. The converse is obvious. 
PROOF of Theorem 1. Since fiC=O and S is constant, from Lemma 
2, we have (4). Hence, using Lemma 3, we have that (Mヘ g) is Ricci symｭ
metric. Therefore, from Lemma 1, our theorem is proved. 
Since C is identically zero for n = 3, we have Lemma 1 without assump同
tion of fiC=O. Lemma 2 can be proved for 3・dimensional conformally flat 
Riemannian manifold. Therefore, we have 
COROLLARY 1. Let (Mヘ g)(n孟 3) be a conformally flat Riemannian 
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manifold with constant scalar curva如何. If (Mn, g) satis.舟's (料)， (Mヘ σ)
is locally ザmmetric.
COROLLARY 2. Let (Mn, g) (n~3) be an irreducible conformally .flat 
Riemannian manifold with constant scalar curvature. If (Mヘ g) satisfies 
(村)， (M", g) is of constant curva如何.
~ 2. Riemannian manifolds admitting projective transformations. 
Let (Mn, g) and (Mn, ? (n~2) be two Riemannian manifolds. A neces・
sary and su伍cient condition for a correspondence f from 日1n， g) to (Mn, g) to 
be projective is that there exists a vector 五eld 仇 defined on (Mn, g) such that 
{t;}={~ } t}+ð:çbj 十 ðJ'札'J J llJ
(h 1 1 (hl 
where ti;f and ti;f are coe伍cients of connections de五ned by g and f*ι 
respectively. Particularly, if 仇 is non zero vector on 日1n， g), f issaid to be 
proper, and if 仇j is non zero tensor on 日1"， g), f issaid to be strictly proper, 
where çbij= f7j仇 -çbiçbj. f is not strictly proper if and only if f preserves 
the curvature tensor. Our purpose of this section is to prove the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Let ゆ1n， g) (n孟 2) be a Riemannian manifold admitting 
a strictly proper p吋éctive transformation. If (Mn, g) satisfies (*), (Mn, g) 
is an Einstein manifold. 
We already have 
LEMMA 4 (N. S. Sinyukov [7]). Let 日1n， g) and (Mn, g) (n孟 2) be two 
Riemannian manifolds such that there exisお a prl句iective C01γe学ondence
between (M" , g) and (Mヘ g). If (Mn, g) satisfies (*), one of the follo叩zng
two conditions must be satisfied. 
( 8 ) 
( 9 ) 
Ru-1-Sgu=0. 
n 
口0 ・ gtj-nψtj = 0 , 
where 口。 = gijゆij.
From LEMMA 4, we have 
LEMMA 5. Let (Mヘ σ) (n~2) be a Riemannian manifold satisfying (件)
and (Mn , g) a Riemannian manifold sati，めling (*). If there exists a ρro・
jective correspondence f between (M", g) and (Mn, fi), (M", g) is an Einstein 
manifold, or f preserves the curvature tensor. 
PROOF. Let q be a metric tensor induced from g by f and R the 
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curvature tensor de五ned by f? Then, we have 
(10) 長(X， Y) 長 =f*(孟(玄， Y) 亘) = 0 , 
where 支 and Y are tangent vectors on (M", g) def?ed by f from X and Y. 
If we denote by 17 the connection de五ned by fí, 
(11) pzPJ?ij-V)7z 1乙j= f7z f7k Rij- f7k f7Z凡j
-(n-1) (f7Z f7dJij- f7止 f7zifJij) 
一ψ付Rlj+仇ZRkj- ifJjkRa+ ifJjzR仕-
Substituti時長 (X， Y)Ric=R(X, Y)Ric=O and (9) in (11), we have 
(12) 1日(g叫ん-giλ汁めん gjlRik) = 0 . 
n 
Contracting (12) by gぺ we have 
(13) 土日(凡j-f叫=。
Thus, from (8), (9) and (13), we have Lemma 5. 
The proof of Theorem 2 is evident from Lemma 5. 
COROLLARY 3. Let (Mn, g) (n;;;2) be a corn;μct Riemωmian manifold 
admtting a strictly pr~ρ0・ projective tranザormation. If (M", g) satisfies (*), 
(Mn, g) is of constant cu門Jature.
This corollary is proved by Theorem 2 and the following two theorems. 
THEOREM B (A. Lichnerowicz [4]). Let (Mη， g) (n;;;2) be a corn;μct 
Ricci symmetric Riemannian mω1ifold. If (M九， g) satisfies (*), (Mヘ σ) is 
locally symmetric. 
THEOREM C (N. S. Sinyukov [7]). Let (Mヘ σ) (n孟 2) be an arbitrary 
Riemannian manifold and (Mヘタ)α localか symmetric Riemannian maniｭ
fold. If there exisぉ apr~ρer prのiective corre，学ondenα betτ:veen (Mn , g) and 
(M", g), (Mn, g) ωzd (Mヘ g) are of constant curvature. 
For an inf?itesimal projective transformation, we heve Lemma 6 by the 
same way as Lemma 4. 
LEMMA 6. Let (Mヘ σ)(n;;;2) be a Riemannian manifold admitting an 
infinitesimal projective tr，仰げormαtion. If (M" , g) satisfies (*), one of the 
folloτ:ving two conditions must be satisfied 
(14) 
(15) 
Rり-l_Sg包j= O. 
n 
gklf7z ifJk. gij-nf7 jψi = 0 , 
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where 仇お the vector 舟ld on (M", g) 叫伽<Ex{t} = å~<Þ j + å~<Þi for an 
infinitesimal projective transformation X and <Ex denotes the Lie derivative 
with re.ゃect 如x.
From Lemma 6, we can obtain the following. 
THEOREM 3. Let (M", g) (n孟 3) be a co~μct Riemimnian mωzifold 
admitting a prlφer infinitesimal projective transformation (i. e. , <Þ1，学 0). If 
(M", g) satisfies (*), (M", g) is ザ constant curva如何.
In order to prove this theorem, we use the following three theorems. 
THEOREM D (S. Ishihara and Y. Tashiro [3]). Let (M", g) (n孟 2) be a 
complete Riemannian manifold. In order for (Mヘ σ) to admit a nonｭ
constant solutiou ρ for 仰のIstem of partial differential equations 
17 j l7tρ = _!_ gkZl7z17 k ρ ・ g{， j ，
n 
it is necessary and sufficient that 日1"， g) be conformal 加 α ゅhere in the 
(n + l)-dimensional Euclidean ゆace.
THEOREM E (K. Sekigawa and H. Takagi [6]). Let (Mヘ g) (nミ 3) be a 
complete coゆrmally .flat Riemannian manifold. If (Mn, g) satisfies (村)，
日1"， g) is locally symmetric. 
THEOREM F (K. Yano and T. Nagano [9]). Let (Mn , g) (n孟 3) be a 
locally symmetric Riemannian manifold. If (M", g) admits a proper infiniｭ
tesimal projective transformation, (M", g) is of constant curva如何.
PROOF of Theorem 3. Since 仇 is a gradient vector, from Theorem D, 
we have that (M", g) satisfying (15) is conformal to a sphere. Therefore, 
日1"，g) is conformally flat. Applying this fact to Theorem E, it follows that 
日1"， g) satisfying (15) is locally symmetric. Thus, (Mヘ g) is Ricci symmetric 
al over. From Theorem B and (ホ)， (Mn, g) is locally symmetric al over. 
Then, from Theorem F , our theorem is proved. 
~ 3. Conformally symmetric Riemannian manifolds admitting pro. 
jective transformations. 
The following lemma is a generalization of the result obtained by T. 
Adati and T. Miyazawa [1]. 
LEMMA 7. Let (Mぺ g)(n孟 4) be a Riemannian manifold sat々がng (3). 
If ゆ1"，g) admits a vector field u{, such that 
(16) 17 jU{，一αU内=0 for a certain constant α ， 
訪問 (Mn，g) is with constant scalar curvature, or u{, is a zero vec白r field. 
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Proof. Applying the Ricci's identity to (16), we have 
(17) u"R九jk= O. 
Derivating (17) by f7z and using (16), we get 
(18) u"f7'ZR"i, jk = 0 , u"f7'lR¥ = 0 and u"f7'"S = o. 
Applying the Bianchi's identity to the first equation of (18) and substituting 
the second into it, we hvae 
(19) u"I7"Ri, j = 0 . 
On the other hand, contracting (5) by u", we have 
1 (20) u" f7'jR品一 υ" f7'"R1j- ~， .J. ., (u. f7' j S-Yi,jU"f7'"S) = O. J". ,. PJ 2(n-1) 
Substituting (18) and (19) into (20), we have 
u.f7'jS = O. 
Therefore, S is constant, orωis a zero vector 五eld.
THEOREM 4. Let (M", (1) (nミ 4) be a conformally symmetric Riemanｭ
nian manifold sati，めling ( 山) and (M", g) a Riemannian manφM sati・砂ing
( * ). 11 there exists a pro.ρer projective corre.やondence between (M", g) and 
(M", g), (M", g) and (M", g) are 01 constant curvature. 
PROOF. From Lemma 5, we have that 日!["， g) is an Einstein manifold 
or 仇j=O. When ψi，j=O， from Lemma 7，川{"， y) is with constant scalar 
curvature, because a given correspondence is proper. Therefore, from Theｭ
orems C and 1, we have this theorem. 
COROLLARY 4. Let (Mヘ σ)(n孟 4) be a coゆrmally symmetric Riemanｭ
nian manifold admitting a proper prlのective transformation. 1f 日!["， g) 
satisfies (村)， (M匁， g) β of constant curvαture. 
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